Kids Ninja Warrior Contest
Sept. 2 in the Big Red Barn 4 pm

Competitors will need to be checked in by guardian 3 pm to 4 pm or on-line
Age groups will be as follows and age the day of competition is what matters.

Age 4-6 female and male    Age 7-9 female and male    Age 10-12 female and male

Obstacles will be as follows, but committee reserves the right to change, add, or delete obstacles: Quintuple Steps, Balance Beam, Pipe Crossing, Rings, Rope Jungle, Tilting Table, Monkey Bars, PV Swing, and Rope Climb

Competitors will be given a “3, 2, 1, GO!” signal to begin their run. A clock will run until the course is completed, or competitor stops. Every competitor will be given the opportunity to attempt each obstacle. Competitors will be given points for each obstacle completed with point value relative to difficulty of obstacle. Competitor with the most points is the winner. In the event multiple competitors complete all obstacles, the fastest time will be the winner.

Judges will be the final say in the advent of any discrepancy or question concerning scoring, timing, or anything else pertaining to a particular competitor’s run

Please tear off the lower half and bring to registration 3 pm - 4 pm on day of contest

2017 Entry Form

Name__________________________________________Age_________

Female/Male_____________  School______________________

Favorite Ninja Warrior or Super Hero
____________________________________________

The Pontotoc county Free Fair Board members, staff, volunteers, Pontotoc Col OSU Extension Staff, PC Agri-Plex & staff, Sponsors, Danny Manuel or PCFF Ninja Warrior will not be held responsible or held liable for injury while my child participates in this contest. I give my permission for photo images of my child to be used for publicity.

Parent or Guardian Signature________________________________